INITIAL LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT, IDENTIFICATION and PLACEMENT PROCESS

FLOW CHART

Step 1 — Parent goes to school for Registration. Complete Home Language Survey (HLS) part of the Registration Form.

Home Language other than English

HLS indicates language other than English on Questions 1, 2, or 3

HLS indicates English only in questions 1 - 4

HLS indicates language other than English on Question 4 only

Language Classification
EO — ENGLISH ONLY
Notify Parent — explain mainstream. Enroll student in the appropriate program, according to parent's preference, and notify school.

Student information is recorded in student info. system.

Step 2 — English Proficiency Assessment CELDT: Results of assessment are placed in red EL Folder

EL
English Learner

Place in appropriate EL Program

IFEP
Initially Fluent English Proficient

Place in Mainstream Program

SEI

Mainstream

*Alternative Bilingual Program

* Requires Parent Waiver